FULLY-MANAGED IT-AS-A-SERVICE

Say goodbye to yesterday’s hassles.

It’s time to shift to a better
technology experience.

Calyx Framework brings teams together
in a fully managed, cloud-based
environment where they can work with
less risk, hassle and disruption. It adds
up to a new level of business agility —
and a serious competitive edge.

Applications and data protected by
enterprise security technologies

Built-in backup, disaster recovery and
business continuity

• Our best practice, layered approach to security
is second to none.
• Eliminate risk with locked-down network,
resources and data protection.
• Redundant, enterprise grade security
appliances and auditable security controls for
all aspects of Calyx Framework.

• Maintain business continuity with less downtime and
disruption.
• All data and applications are automatically backed up
within Framework.
• Backups are independently monitored and audited for
transparency.

FULLY-MANAGED IT-AS-A-SERVICE

Anywhere availability
• Consistent experience regardless of device
• Highly secure connectivity from any network
• Session roaming lets you pick up where you left off

Be scalable and future ready
Learn more from the people who use the
technology in your business through employee
interviews, surveys and input.

Updates, software and changes published
to all users simultaneously
• All users work on the same version.
• New applications are installed instantly.
• Enjoy easy management of complex configurations.

Fully managed, exceptional
Calyx support
No self-administration required. Calyx handles
monitoring, maintenance, proactive troubleshooting,
predictive failures and replacement of hardware
before a failure occurs.

Some of what’s included in your Framework Subscription (priced per user):
Infrastructure
• Tier III Data Centers
• Enterprise Servers & Storage
• Virtualization Platform
• Network Infrastructure

Applications
• Server OS & Licensing
• Database OS & Licensing
• Microsoft Office
• ShareFile

Disaster Recovery
• Local & Offsite Backups
• Built-In Business Continuity
• Data Retention
• Rapid Restore

Support
• Help Desk & Administration
• Engineering
• Monitoring & Maintenance
• IT Tools & Systems

Virtual Cloud Desktop
• Familiar Windows Experience
• Unlimited File Storage

Security
• Enterprise Network Security
• Two-Factor Authentication
• Identity Management
• Antivirus Software
• Vulnerability Scanning

Performance
• Fully SSD-backed infrastructure
• Gigabit internet connectivity
from datacenter
• Citrix Optimized Desktop
Experience

Communications
• Exchange Email
• Email Security Suite
• Enterprise Instant Messaging

call 216.916.0639 / email info@calyxIT.com / visit calyxIT.com / With Calyx, you can.

